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**Descriptive Summary**

**Title:** Mark Dicicco photographs and artifacts  
**Dates:** 1960s-1980s  
**Collection Number:** 1999-64  
**Creator/Collector:**  
**Extent:** 1.5 linear feet  
**Repository:** GLBT Historical Society  
San Francisco, California 94103

**Abstract:** This collection contains personal photographs, a button-laden blue denim vest, a heavily decorated leather vest replete with buttons and enamel pins, and an original white-brimmed Harley Davidson motorcycle cap decorated with motorcycle run buttons from the 1960s.

**Language of Material:** English

**Access**  
Collection is open for research.

**Preferred Citation**  
Mark Dicicco photographs and artifacts. GLBT Historical Society

**Scope and Content of Collection**  
This collection contains personal photographs, a button-laden blue denim vest, a heavily decorated leather vest replete with buttons and enamel pins, and an original white-brimmed Harley Davidson motorcycle cap decorated with motorcycle run buttons from the 1960s.

**Indexing Terms**  
Leather